
 
 

 
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  harc@harc.org.za 
                                                                              
Chairman /Repeater Licenses/Bulletin Readers Roster Peter Leonard, ZS5PL    076 510-7855 
Vice Chairman /Members Data Base/Field day and   Max Rossi, ZS5MAX   072 158-5018 
Contest Manager /HF Assessor/ QSL Manager for 
E-QSL,QRZ.com/ Club House/Meetings(Assistant)                         
Secretary               Craig Hardman ZS5CD   082 459-6940 
Treasurer                                      Kimentha (Kimmy) Nair   079 884-3698  
Hamnet                         Glen Duffy, ZS5GD                     082 962-6681 
PR/Field day/Contest Co-ordinator /HF Assessor      Robin Marshall ZS5ROB   082 931-0970 
Constitutional Matters   Keith Lowes, ZS5WFD                  082 685-6666 
Youth / YL Activities   Mike Boatwright ZS5MAB  082 941-5488 
Youth / YL Activities   Justin Wright ZS5JW       083 663-3351 
 
Awards                      Whole Committee      committee@harc.org.za  
 
     

Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 
 
Portfolios:   Name:  Call sign:                               Phone: 
 
Assisting PR                     Derek Mc Manus ZS5DM    0317673719 
Repeaters   Bradley Glen ZS5BG  repeaters@harc.org.za  0829943331 
Assisting Repeaters-  Andy Coetzee ZS5CEY    0824449047 
Repeaters-APRS   Shaun Rudling ZR5S    0826761488 
Public Relations Assist  Derek   ZS5DM    0317673719 
Website & Email Infrastructure                        Brad Phillips ZS5Z webmaster@harc.org.za  0317633754 
Hotline Editor & Assisting DSTAR/DMR Tony Mayall ZS5GR hotline@harc.org.za  0733564758 
Clubhouse & meetings                                    Derek   ZS5DM    0317673719 
HF assessor for RAE  Dave Holiday ZS5HN    0824969419 
 
      

HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof     145.625 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone 
           Now equipped with an Allstar board, linking up with two repeaters in PMB, and Echolink   
 
HAMNET VHF          145.700 MHz (Rptr Tx) Temporary Used for events. High Site? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
NATURN UHF   Ridge Road    Ch 3   439.025 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
 
VHF Beacon: 144.420Mhz, 20W, 6-Element Quad, Pointing to JHB Div6, QTH of ZS5KT: KG50ME  
                            
APRS:     144.800 MHz, ZS0PMB-7 is the Durban-Bluff based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
DSTAR: Alverstone VHF D-STAR Repeater  ZS0PMB C 145.575 MHz -0.6mhz split - Maintained by Shaun ZR5S 
 

Highway Hotline April 2017 

 2013  
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DMR-Mototrbo:  Kloof UHF Repeater – 438.200 Mhz (Rptr Tx) -7.6 mhz Split   
Also chat on DMR 432.500 & 432.525 Simplex 
 
In PMB:  
 
X-Band to 145.625 Highway repeater at Hilton on 434.5625MHz simplex 88.5Hz tone. 
Also........6m X-Band to MARC linked repeaters at Hilton on 50.550MHz FM simplex 88.5Hz tone. Vertical antenna polarization.  
 
DMR-Mototrbo:  Pietermaritzburg UHF Repeater (Windy Ridge) – 438.225 Mhz (Rptr Tx) – 7.6 mhz Split   
 
The DSTAR Repeater at Alverstone have been removed, pending re-installing at another site 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Nedbank Pinetown Bank account  # 2004975946, a 
transmission account, code # 198765, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 77 New 
Germany 3620 or scanned / info emailed to admin@harc.org.za. Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent 
to P.O. Box 77 New Germany 3620.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

 
April 2017  
 
2

nd
           Keith ZS5WFD 082 685-6666  23

rd
     Bernard ZS5BWY    083 725-9710     

 
9

th
           Chris ZS5CGW 083 407-9367  30

th 
        Peter ZS5PL   076 510-7855 

 
16

th
  Roelof ZS5RPC 071 875-9591 

 
The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be available to 
read! 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
 

 April 2017 
 
14-Apr ZS5MAB  Mike Boatwright  
14-Apr ZS5NV     David Radford  
15-Apr ZS5EGW  Errol Wilson  
16-Apr ZS5DT      Dave Trezona  
22-Apr ZS5CEY   Andy Coetzee  
  
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FOR YOUR DIARY 
April 2017 
 
21 to 29    JoBerg2C 
8 to 15      Klein-Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees 
24 to 30    Af-rikaBurn, Tankwa Karoo 
27 to 30    Karoo Food festival, Cradock 
28 & 29     Prince Albert Town and Olive Festival 
 
1   RaDAR Challenge; April Fools Day; Stars of Sandstone - 
2  Stars of Sandstone - ZS4AFV 
3  Stars of Sandstone - ZS4AFV 
4  Stars of Sandstone - ZS4AFV 
5  Stars of Sandstone - ZS4AFV 
6  van Riebeeck Day; SARL 80 m QSO Party 
7 Stars of Sand-stone - ZS4AFV 
8 Autumn QRP Sprint; Stars of Sandstone Open Day 
9 Stars of Sand-stone Open Day 
11 Pesach 
12 Pesach 
13 Holy Thursday; Pesach 
14 Good Friday; Pesach 
15 Pesach; Two Oceans Marathon; Closing date for May RAE registration 
16 Easter Sunday; Pesach 
17 Family Day; Pesach 
18 World Amateur Radio Day; All schools open; HARC Monthly Meeting 
22 SDR Workshop in the Cape and SARL Noise Floor Workshop at the NARC 

mailto:admin@harc.org.za


23 ZS4 Sprint 
24 Isra and Mi'raj; Closing date Radio ZS May 
27 Freedom Day 
28 School holiday 
29 HARC Swap Shop 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 

 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
DMR Mototrbo News: - The homebrew Brandmeister DMR Repeater constructed by Andy ZS5CEY is to go up soon in the Toti 
area on 438.300Mhz tx, & rx 430.700Mhz! 
There is another homebrew Brandmeister DMR Repeater has been commissioned by Fred ZS5SAM on 438.250Mhz tx & rx -
7.6Mhz. and is situated in the Ridge Road area. #### 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
An Article from Craig ZS5CD - Battery breakthrough means you could charge your smartphone in seconds 
  
A team of scientists at the University of Central Florida (UCF) may have found the right formula for making long-lasting, super-
powerful supercapacitors that work with existing battery materials and are small enough and stable enough for use in mobile 
electronic devices. 
"With these supercapacitors, you could charge your mobile phone in a few seconds and you wouldn't need to charge it again for 
over a week," said Nitin Choudhary, a postdoctoral associate who conducted much of the research. 
"For small electronic devices, our materials are surpassing the conventional ones worldwide in terms of energy density, power 
density and cyclic stability." 
Supercapacitors are batteries that can handle bigger surges of power and are built to cope with constant high-speed recharging 
and discharging. It's why they're used in hybrid cars for capturing and redistributing the huge amounts of energy lost through 
braking. 
  
Under those sorts of stresses, a traditional lithium ion battery would literally wear itself out in a matter of months and would not be 
able to charge before the energy being stored was needed elsewhere. 
However, their use in mobile devices is limited. In order to hold the energy that an equivalent Lithium ion battery can hold for as 
long as it can hold it, a supercapacitator would need to be much larger. 
The research team had been looking at different ways of integrating nanomaterials into small supercapacitors to solve this size 
problem. Their potential breakthrough, published in the academic journal ACS Nano, revolves around the use of nanometer-thick 
wires that sit inside a shell formed from a two-dimensional material. 
"There have been problems in the way people incorporate these two-dimensional materials into the existing systems — that's been 
a bottleneck in the field. 
"We developed a simple chemical synthesis approach so we can very nicely integrate the existing materials with the two-
dimensional materials," said principal investigator Yeonwoong "Eric" Jung. 
Though only several atoms thick, two-dimensional materials like graphene offer a huge potential energy yield and power density in 
comparison to their size. But turning the potential into practice has been challenging. 
However, breakthrough or not, it's too early for smartphone power users to get excited. "It's not ready for commercialization," said 
Jung. "But this is a proof-of-concept demonstration, and our studies show there are very high impacts for many technologies." 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
A Snippet from Robert ZS5RHS: RF transceivers: SWaP solutions for aerospace and defence – ee Publishers 
 
Next-generation aerospace and defence platforms introduce new challenges that require solutions beyond what can be achieved 
through individual device optimisation. Integrating more software control and cognitive abilities to the radio demands a more 
frequency– and bandwidth-flexible RF design. 
 
To achieve this goal, static filters need to be removed and replaced with tunable filters. Similarly, the concept of a common platform 
would allow for shorter development times, reduced manufacturing costs, and provide greater interoperability between systems. 
The common platform demands that the RF system be capable of providing full performance for applications that traditionally had 
very different architectures. Finally, future platforms are pushing size and power demands to a new extreme. 
 
Handheld soldier radios are becoming more capable and complex, but simultaneously requiring improved battery efficiency. Small 
UAVs lack the power generation of large aircraft and every milliwatt that the RF system consumes directly translates to payload 
battery weight and, thus, reduced flight time. To overcome these challenges and create the next generation of aerospace and 
defense solutions, a new radio architecture is needed. 

 

 

 



Superheterodyne architecture and diminishing returns 

Since its inception, the superheterodyne architecture has been the backbone of radio design for aerospace and defence systems. 
Whether it is a soldier radio, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) data link, or a signal intelligence (SIGINT) receiver, the single or dual 
mixing stage superheterodyne architecture is the common choice. The benefits of this design are clear: proper frequency planning 
can allow for very low spurious emissions, the channel bandwidth and selectivity can be set by the intermediate frequency (IF) 
filters, and the gain distribution across the stages allows for a trade off between optimising the noise figure and linearity. 
 
For over 100 years of use, there have been significant gains in performance for the superheterodyne across the entire signal chain. 
Microwave and RF devices have improved their performance while decreasing power consumption. ADCs and DACs have 
increased the sample rate, linearity, and effective number of bits (ENOB). Processing capability in FPGAs and DSPs has followed 
Moore’s law and increased with time, allowing for more efficient algorithms, digital correction, and further integration. Package 
technology has shrunk device pin density while simultaneously improving thermal handling. 
 
However, these device specific improvements are beginning to reach the point of diminishing returns. While the RF components 
have followed a reduced size, weight, and power (SWaP) trend – high performance filters remain physically large and are often 
custom designs, adding to overall system cost. Additionally, the IF filters set the analogue channel bandwidth of the platform, 
making it difficult to create a common platform design that can be reused across a wide range of systems. For package technology, 
most manufacturing lines will not go below a 0,65 mm or 0,8 mm ball pitch, meaning there is a limit on how physically small a 
complex device with many I/O requirements can become. 

 
Zero-IF architecture 
 
An alternative to the superheterodyne architecture, which has reemerged as 
a potential solution in recent years, is the zero-IF (ZIF) architecture. A ZIF 
receiver utilises a single frequency mixing stage with the local oscillator 
(LO) set directly to the frequency band of interest, translating the received 
signal down to baseband in phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals. This 
architecture alleviates the stringent filtering requirements of the 
superheterodyne since all analog filtering takes place at baseband, where 
filters are much easier to design and less expensive than custom RF/IF 
filters. 
The ADC and DAC are now operating on I/Q data at baseband, so the 

sample rate relative to the converted bandwidth can be reduced, saving significant power. For many design aspects, ZIF 
transceivers provide significant SWaP reduction as a result of reduced analogue front-end complexity and component count. 
 
However, there are drawbacks to this system architecture that need to be addressed. This direct frequency conversion to base-
band introduces a carrier leakage and an image frequency component. Mathematically, the imaginary components of I and Q 
signals cancel out due to their orthogonality (Fig. 3). Due to real-world factors, such as process variation and temperature deltas in 
the signal chain, it is impossible to maintain a perfect 90° phase offset between the I and Q signals, resulting in degraded image 
rejection. Additionally, imperfect LO isolation in the mixing stage introduces carrier leakage components. When left uncorrected, the 
image and carrier leakage can degrade a receiver’s sensitivity and create undesirable transmit spectral emissions. 
 
Historically, the I/Q imbalance has limited the range of applications that were appropriate for the ZIF architecture. This was due to 
two reasons: first, a discrete implementation of the ZIF architecture will suffer from mismatches both in the monolithic devices and 
also the printed circuit board (PCB). In addition to this, the monolithic devices could pull from different fabrication lots, making exact 
matching very difficult due to native process variation. 
 
A discrete implementation will also have the processor physically separated from the RF components, making a quadrature 
correction algorithm very difficult to implement across frequency, temperature, and bandwidth. 
 
To be continued in next issue-Ed 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
From The ‘net’ Bipolar Power Supply with LM317T and with LM337T Controllable with Stereo Potentiometer–electronicsforu.com 
Ed – cont 
 
 

The output voltage of LM317 normally starts from around 1.25V and the output 
voltage of LM337 normally starts from around -1.25V. 
Here D5 and D6 create positive reference voltage of around +1.3V which is used 
to create offset for IC2 
Also D7 and D8 create negative reference voltage of around -1.3V which is used 
to create offset for IC1. 
That is why the output voltages V3 and V4 can start from almost ground levels. 
If we are in need of better stability we may use reference diodes for 1.2V as 
LM385-1.2 instead of the couples of ordinary diodes D5, D6, D7 and D8. 
The diodes D1, D2, D3 and D4 protect the regulators from reverse voltages. 

 

 



Heat sinks 
 
IC1 and IC2 should be mounted on appropriate heat sinks, e.g. with thermal resistance less than 4C/W. 
The maximal power dissipation can go up to 10W if we require output currents above 0.5A at lowest output voltages. 
When calculating the required heat sink we should take into consideration that the maximal power dissipation of LM317T and 
LM337T in case TO-220 is 20W, the thermal resistance junction-case is 4C/W and the maximal junction temperature is only +125C. 

Testing 
 
For the testing the power supply is connected to the mains (preferably with protective isolation transformer for the initial testing). 
 
After that 

* outputs are loaded with resistors of 33 to 51Ohm with power dissipation at least 10W (preferably above 20W) 

* the potentiometers P2 and P3 are put approximate in the middle position 

* the output voltage is adjusted with the stereo potentiometer P1A+P1B approximate to the required voltages, e.g. to around +-10V. 

* in case of need some readjustment of the output voltages is made with P2 and/or P3. 

* Now if you connect and disconnect the loads the output voltages V2 and V4 should change slightly around the initial value of +-
10V. 
 
Conclusions 
 
That short article presents bipolar adjustable power supply with LM317T and LM337T. 
The power supply has three main features (particularities): 

* the simultaneous adjustment of the output voltages is made with stereo potentiometer P1A+P1B. 

* we have the possibility to adjust more precisely the output voltages with individual potentiometers 

* both output voltages can be adjusted from near ground level not from the typical +-1.25V. 

These three features make the presented power supply useful for hobby and more professional usage. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Latest news: The ‘625 HARC repeater at Kloof has been replaced with a modern unit, this unit is fitted with an ALLSTAR board, 
making it easier to link the repeater to other repeaters via the ‘net, plus allowing Echolink access.  
Tones: Roger Beep and one or two differing tones before Roger Beep, depending if i/p link is active and no. of repeaters linked + if 
Echolink is active. Both DMR and 625 repeaters sharing the 3g router sponsored by Andy ZS5CEY use the data bundle rapidly. 
Plans are afoot to possibly piggyback the repeaters on an i/p system nearby, via a microwave link. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Useful Quotes from the ‘Net- Ed 
 

“Every man is a damn fool for at least five minutes every day; wisdom consists in not exceeding the limit.” 

― Elbert Hubbard 
 

“Before you embark on a journey of revenge, dig two graves.” 

― Confucius 

“Wisdom cannot be imparted. Wisdom that a wise man attempts to impart always sounds like foolishness to someone else ... 
Knowledge can be communicated, but not wisdom. One can find it, live it, do wonders through it, but one cannot communicate and 
teach it.” 

― Hermann Hesse 

“A wise man gets more use from his enemies than a fool from his friends.” 

― Baltasar Gracián 
 
 
 



 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 

MEETINGS 

The Club currently holds its monthly meetings at the New Germany Sports Club, 55  Broadway Street, The Wolds, New Germany, 
off the Traffic circle off Glenugie Rd. on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a 
nominal price.  
Swap Shop held quarterly on last Saturday of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different 
venues.(Presently at the New Germany Nature Reserve) 

The Committee holds its meetings on the second Tuesday of every month starting at 18h00. 

BULLETINS 

The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  recording of 
the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 

The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 

The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  

AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  

The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in summer and 
continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later on. 

Interest Group nets are conducted in the evenings. They are:-  

Mondays 19h30 AR-Newsline and WIA News, made possible by Brad ZS5Z and hosted by Dave ZS5HN 
Tuesdays 19h30 DMR-ZA Net  
Wednesdays 19h30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19h30 Technical  net – Alternatively by Colin ZS5CF & John ZS5JF 
Fridays  20h00 Ladies Net, hosted by Val ZS5VAL 
Saturdays 19h30 Vacant-Remember the World DMR Net at 18h00 local on TG1 (from BM TG91) 
Sundays       06h00     See AMATEUR RADIO NETS just above 
Sundays  07h45 HARC Sunday Bulletin & re-transmission at 18h30 
 
The SARL Presidents Net can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650MHz repeater whenever the Intecnet is 
scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 

This newsletter is published every month and distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to 
them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR) Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address 
is hotline@harc.org.za, and physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 

INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES.SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
HARC Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/298581387576/ 
 
APRS An APRS digi ZS0PMB-7 operates in the Durban area on 144.800Mhz from the Bluff. The digi is maintained by Shaun, 
ZR5S from MARC.Mobile AND Base stations should use WIDE3-3 or WIDE1-1,WIDE2-2 for their Beacon path. Mobile beacon 
rates should be at about 1min intervals, while home stations should be set at 20min. 
 
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS.  
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